Online controlled experiments are the primary tool for measuring the causal impact of product changes in digital businesses. It is increasingly common for digital products and services to interact with customers in a personalised way. Using online controlled experiments to optimise personalised interaction strategies is challenging because the usual assumption of statistically equivalent user groups is violated. Additionally, challenges are introduced by users qualifying for strategies based on dynamic, stochastic attributes. Traditional A/B tests can salvage statistical equivalence by pre-allocating users to control and exposed groups, but this dilutes the experimental metrics and reduces the test power. We present a stacked incrementality test framework that addresses problems with running online experiments for personalised user strategies. We derive bounds that show that our framework is superior to the best simple A/B test given enough users and that this condition is easily met for large scale online experiments. In addition, we provide a test power calculator and describe a selection of pitfalls and lessons learnt from our experience using it.
: Illustration of an A/B test set up. The test population is randomly split into a control group (A) and an exposed group (B). The control group is shown the existing logo, and the exposed group is exposed to a new logo. Metric(s) of interest are computed for both groups and compared against each other.
INTRODUCTION
Online controlled experiments, which include A/B and multivariate tests, have become extremely popular over the past decade. Major technology companies such as Amazon [13] , Airbnb [23] , eBay [25] , Facebook [1] , Netflix [29] and Yandex [24] have all reported the extensive use of online controlled experiments to measure the impact of their products and guide business decisions. Google [14] , Microsoft [17] , and Linkedin [31] report running hundreds or thousands of experiments concurrently on any given day. A number of start-ups (e.g. Optimizely [15] and Qubit [3] ) have recently been established purely to manage online controlled experiments for businesses.
The simplest form of online controlled experiments randomly splits individuals into two groups, A and B. Figure 1 illustrates an A/B test for a new variant of the ASOS logo. Group A is the control group and individuals allocated to this group see the existing logo. Group B is the exposed or treatment group and individuals assigned to B see a new variant of the logo. A business metric is measured for all individuals in the test and if the exposed group generates a statistically significant improvement in the metric, then the logo will be changed to the new variant. Otherwise, the existing logo, often called the Business As Usual (BAU) variant will remain. We call the difference in the business metric between the experimental variant and the BAU, the incrementality of the variant.
In e-commerce it is often the case that instead of varying elements of the customer experience based on random splits, we want to experiment with variants that are personalised to individuals. In addition, instead of simple changes (like showing different logos) we want to compare complex sets of customer interactions, which we call strategies. An example of a customer strategy is the scheduling, budgeting and ordering of marketing activities directed at an individual based on their purchase history. Running A/B tests to compare personalised customer strategies is significantly more complex than comparing simple product changes. As a running example, we use an experiment to measure the effect on customer purchase rate of a pop-up chat interface that appears after a customer has viewed either three of four products in a session. The challenges of running A/B tests to compare personalised customer strategies include:
Groups are not statistically equivalent. Customers assigned to each strategy are not directly comparable because users cannot be randomly allocated to either strategy 1 or 2. Instead they must qualify for a strategy through some action that is expected to correlate with the metric under measurement. In our example, customers who view four products are more likely to make a purchase. As the groups under comparison are not statistically equivalent it is not correct to simply choose the strategy that delivers the largest metric improvement. In our example, more customers will view three products in a session than four products and so delaying the pop-up until four products have been viewed may not be the best strategy, even if it is more incremental. Instead we must choose the strategy x that delivers the most net benefit (and use this as our test evaluation metric) defined as:
where n x is the projected number of customers who would receive strategy x.
Groups can not be allocated a priori. Qualification for a strategy is dependent on dynamic, stochastic user attributes. We can not know at the start of a customer session how many products will be viewed or if a customer viewing three products will go on to view four. The distribution of users qualifying for each strategy can be estimated from data, but individual users qualify for each strategy stochastically.
Diluted metric movement. Strategies are often only applicable to a small fraction of the total customers. If the control/exposed groups contain the entire customer population, any change in the mean of a metric will be heavily diluted by customers that did not qualify for the strategy (see Figure 2 ). Using our example, any effects on total purchase rate from customers who view three or more products will be diluted by customers who only view one or two products. This effect is also observed by Lu and Liu [22] .
Lack of sample size/statistical power. The power of a test is defined as the probability that the null hypothesis will be rejected given that the alternative hypothesis is true. To address the issue of dilution, it is possible to only compare customers who simultaneously qualify for both strategies A and B. However, restricting the Figure 2 : Numbered circles represent customers qualifying for different strategies. The bars on the right indicate the mean baseline metric (green) and incrementality from strategy 1 (red) and 2 (orange) with error bars. The top chart shows control/exposed groups sampled uniformly from the population (those in the rounded box), the effect on the metric is small due to dilution. The bottom chart show that limiting the control/exposed groups to those qualified for both strategies leads to few samples, resulting in high metric variance.
test subjects to this subset may result in insufficient test samples and hence underpowered tests, which is also illustrated in Figure 2 . This problem is most acute when no customers simultaneously qualify for both strategies, as is the case in our running example.
To address these challenges, we propose a stacked incrementality test framework for optimising personalised user strategies. The framework handles groups that are not statistically equivalent and is more powerful than the best standard A/B test provided that sufficient numbers of users are available. We show that in practice, for large online experiments, this usually true. To the best of our knowledge, no test power calculator exists that can be adapted to our framework and so we provide an open source calculator for use by the community.
Our contributions are:
(1) We present a stacked incrementality framework for comparing different customer strategies making our code available on GitHub for the benefit of the wider community. 1 (2) We derive bounds that express when the framework is superior to simpler experimental setups, show this usually to be true and provide a test power calculator. (3) We describe a selection of pitfalls and lessons learnt from our experience of using the stacked incrementality test The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we summarise existing work in online controlled experiments. We present our stacked incrementality test framework in Section 3, with a comparison to standard A/B tests following in Section 4 and lessons learnt using the framework in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
A number of papers provide detailed advice on setting up, running, reporting and scaling online controlled experiments. The canonical example is the excellent work by Kohavi et al. [20] , where the basic principles of good online experimental design are laid out. Several papers describe the challenges of building scalable, concurrent testing infrastructure at major technology companies [17, 27, 31] . Kohavi et al. [18] provide seven useful heuristics for running online experiments that go beyond technical instruction to include managing expectations of improvements from variants, handling results that are too good and a version of Occam's Razor for online experimentation. Xu and Chen [30] adapt the general analysis of online testing to the specific case of mobile applications. In mobile applications some control of the test is surrendered to the app store and the users (who decide when to update the app) and they describe how to adapt to these constraints.
One branch of research focusses on metric design and interpretation. Deng and Shi [7] discuss the need for meaningful metrics for online controlled experiments, and provided advice on how to choose, develop and evaluate the qualities of metrics. Hohnhold et al. [14] argue that it is more important to focus on the long-term effect of changes, and propose a method to estimate longterm effects from short-term metrics. A number of works from Microsoft [5, 9, 16, 19] emphasise the need to properly understand why metrics move and avoid various pitfalls while interpreting the metric movements.
Most work on online controlled experiments deals with observations that are approximately i.i.d.. In some cases this is a poor assumption such as when a recommender system is used to suggest products to users. In that case, the products create couplings between users and Bakshy and Eckles [2] have shown that this dependency results in an increased false positive rate when applied to Facebook data. To mitigate the problem, Deng et al. [6] proposed a variance estimation technique that accommodates a wide range of randomisation mechanisms in practical settings which does not necessarily require i.i.d. observations. Kohavi et al. [18] note that ordinarily, successful experiments in technology companies only improve metrics by a fraction of a percent and Xie and Aurisset [29] describe the need to detect small effects as huge customer bases often translate them into substantial gains in revenue and profit. These observations motivate research into increasing the sensitivity of online tests by reducing measurement noise. Methods rely on decomposing the variance in a metric and attempting to eliminate unnecessary components. CUPED is a control variates method that measures a metric that is modified by a linear function of the covariates [8] . The idea is to eliminate the effect of correlated covariates on the the metric under measurement. A similar idea is used by Poyarkov et al. [24] who subtract the predicted value of a metric using boosted decision trees as predictors. In the same spirit, stratified sampling is used to eliminate variance between strata. Stratified sampling can be applied pre or post experiment and while the theoretical bounds are better for pre-experiment stratification, post-stratification is often preferable for large scale online A/B tests [29] .
There is also research that specifically focuses on the problem of display ad targeting. Hill et al. [12] use causal inference as an Figure 3 : Illustration of the setup of a stacked incrementality test, which a detailed description can be found in the beginning of Section 3.
alternative to A/B split testing to investigate the affect of an ad targeting algorithm by exploiting mediator variables. The mediator variable is whether the ad could be seen by the user as they found that only 50% of ads served were seen by users.
STACKED INCREMENTALITY TEST
Here we present the details of the stacked incrementality test framework. We begin with a general description of how the test splits individuals into different groups and prescribes interventions. We then provide the mathematical detail of the framework, beginning with the assumptions and nomenclatures applied in Section 3.1, followed by the derivation of the test statistic (Section 3.2), test power (Section 3.3), and minimum sample size required to run sufficiently powerful tests (Section 3.4). These calculations are necessarily for practitioners to design tests and conduct both a priori and post-hoc analyses under this framework.
The general design of the stacked incrementality test is illustrated in Figure 3 . The population is randomly split into two groups. Any individual in the first group who qualifies for strategy 1, is then randomly allocated into a test (E1) or control (C1) group. In terms of our running example, customers in the first group are allocated to either E1 or C1 after viewing a third product. Those in E1 will then be shown a pop-up while those in C1 will never see a pop-up. Similarly, users in the second group qualify for strategy 2 when they view a fourth product and are split into E2 and C2. The second split is necessary as the requirement that customers qualify for a strategy breaks the statistical equivalence of the two groups.
By comparing group E1 to group C1, and group E2 to group C2 we can measure the incrementality of strategies 1 and 2 respectively. Once the incrementalities are established we compare if they are statistically different (see sections below).
In some cases C1 and C2 can be merged into a single control C. In the pop-up experiment, for instance, every individual in C2 can also be included in C1. Merging the control groups is desirable as the number of customers in each group can be increased, improving the test power. When this is the case the control groups C1 and C2 can be constructed from C after the experiment based on individual attributes, with some individuals potentially included in both C1 and C2.
Assumptions & Nomenclatures
Here we introduce the formal notation necessary to evaluate the stacked incrementality framework. Let (R д ) i be the response of individual i in group д ∈ G = {E1, E2, C1, C2}, which can be any business metric.
We begin by letting (R д ) i be an i.i.d. response within the same group д, with finite mean µ д and (population) variance σ 2 д . The groups' mean and variance, while unknown, can be different. The i.i.d. assumption results in a more straightforward mathematical treatment. 2 The incrementality in mean response (or net benefit, if used as a metric) within strategies 1 and 2 are respectively:
To select a strategy we must measure a statistically significant difference in incrementality
As we often test to see if a new strategy provides a better incrementality, we conduct a one-sided null hypothesis significance test on µ D , where the null hypothesis is µ D = 0 and the alternate hypothesis being µ D > 0. 3 
Test Statistic
The test statistic is derived as follow. Following Equation (2) and (3) the difference in sample means is given by
where D 1 and D 2 is the incrementality in sample mean response within strategies 1 and 2 respectively, and R д is the sample mean response for group д. By the Central Limit Theorem
where n д denotes the number of individuals in group д. As D is a linear combination of
Welch's t-statistic in its general form, using the sample means R д and sample variances s 2 д , follows approximately the Student's t-distribution t ν with the degrees of freedom ν specified by the Welch-Satterthwaite Equation [26, 28] :
2 For non-i.i.d. responses, we can estimate the variance using the technique proposed in [6] . 3 For two-sided test the mathematical treatment is similar.
is the estimated squared standard error of the sample mean R д . Welch did not impose any requirement on the distribution of the population, only that the observed population parameter be normally distributed [28] . With a sufficiently large n д in every group д, the t-statistic in Equation (7) effectively follows the standard normal distribution. 4 
Test Power
The power of a test is the probability that the difference in response incrementality is detected (i.e. there exist enough statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis) when there is a difference in incremental effect (i.e. the alternate hypothesis is true) [10] . We begin by observing the null hypothesis is rejected if t > t ν,1−α , the 1−α quantile for t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom. Under a specific alternate hypothesis µ D = θ > 0, the test power is specified as
which we can show, similarly to the calculations in [11, 21] , is equivalent to
where T ν denotes the Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of the Student's t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom. 5 To achieve a (pre-specified) minimum test power π min ∈ [0, 1], we require that
Assuming α < π min , which implies that t ν,1−α > t ν,1−π min , and taking the inverse CDF of the t-distribution (which is the quantile function), of both sides of Inequality (10) yields
In a post-hoc analysis, a useful metric is the minimum effect the test will be able to detect under a test with power of at least π min . This can be found by recalling that θ is the effect specified by the specific alternate hypothesis. Rearranging Inequality (11) and fixing all s 2 д and n д , we observe:
Hence the minimum effect the test will be able to detect is given by the RHS term of Inequality (13).
Minimum Sample Size Required
The test power is heavily dependent on the sample size of all groups, hence to achieve sufficient test power we often need to know a priori the minimum number of samples required. In the simplest case all groups are of size n and the test power can be determined by n. We also analyse the more complex case where group sizes differ in fixed ratios.
3.4.1 Equal Sample Size In All Groups. Our first scenario assumes that the sample size in all groups is equal, i.e. n д = n min ∀д ∈ G. Inequality (12) then becomes:
Note we intentionally formulate Inequality (15) in such a way that sample size calculation can be generalised to as many groups with different estimated / measured sample variance as required. 6 3.4.2 Fixed Sample Size Ratio Between Groups. The second scenario assumes that the groups are different sizes, but their relative sizes are fixed. This is often the case as the control group is typically smaller than the exposed group to limit the cost of withholding an action. In the stacked incrementality test framework, using equal sized groups with a constant ratio for the control group, we put n min individuals in each control group (G 1 = {C1, C2}), and n д individuals in each exposed groups (G 2 = {E1, E2}) such that n д = k 2 k 1 n min . Inequality (12) then becomes
This can be easily extended to cover cases with multiple different sized partitions, providing the ratio between each partition is specified.
COMPARISON WITH A/B TESTS
Here we compare the Stacked Incrementality Test (SIT) to a standard A/B test that contains the minimum number of individuals required to ensure statistical equivalence. Figure 4 shows the individuals included in this Restricted Population Test (RPT) and those in the SIT. The RPT includes only individuals who qualify for either strategy. Figure 4 shows that this subset is split into those that could be exposed to strategy 1 (above the line) and those that could be exposed to strategy 2 (below the line). The bold fill colour indicates 6 The inequality assumes that the overall test statistic is a linear combination of each group's test statistic with weighting {+1, −1}. To apply a non unity weighting k д to group д, simply replace the s 2 д term in Inequality (15) with k 2 д s 2 д . individuals who received an intervention ie. both qualified for a strategy and were randomly allocated to that strategy's group. In this section we derive the incrementality difference that can be detected by both RPT and SIT given the distributional parameters of the test groups (and their subsets). Then we define the minimum detectable effect for both tests. We use these results to formulate conditions under which SIT is superior to RPT and show that this is true given mild assumptions that are usually true of large scale online experiments.
The individuals in both tests can be decomposed into three groups: (1) those who qualify for strategy 1 only, (2) those who qualify for strategy 2 only, and (3) those who qualify for both strategies. Figure 5 shows this decomposition and the associated mean metric values for each subset. Let (µ B1 , σ 2 B1 ), (µ B2 , σ 2 B2 ), and (µ Bo , σ 2 Bo ) be the mean and variance for the base metric value of sets (1), (2), and (3) respectively. 7 For those in sets (1) and (2), let (µ I 1 , σ 2 I 1 ), and (µ I 2 , σ 2 I 2 ) be the mean and variance for the metric value under the intervention prescribed by the respective strategies. In addition let 7 The last pair is necessary as we cannot assume those who qualify for both strategies have their base metric value as a linear combination of those who only qualify for one strategy only. ) be the mean and variance for the metric value of set (3) under the intervention prescribed by strategies 1 and 2 respectively. 8 Finally let n 1 , n 2 , and n o be the number of individuals in sets (1), (2) , and (3) respectively.
We first look at the incrementality difference reported by RPT (denoted ∆ R ). The test has two groups, each taking roughly half of the three sets. For the second group (that below the line in Figure 4 ), we prescribe interventions from strategy 2 on sets (2) and (3), leaving set (1) receiving the control action, therefore the mean of the metric in this group is
where n U = n 1 + n 2 + n o is the number of individuals in a RPT. Applying similar treatment to the first group (that above the line in Figure 4 ) we obtain another mean. The incrementality difference is the difference in these two means:
Now we recall the SIT has four groups, each taking roughly one fourth of the sets required by the strategies (i.e. groups E1 and C1 taking those in sets (1) and (3), and groups E2 and C2 taking those in sets (2) and (3)). Take group E2 as an example, the expected mean of this group is the weighted mean of the corresponding sets after intervention:
Applying the same reasoning to the other groups and taking the difference between the incrementality of strategies 1 and 2 leads to a stacked incrementality difference of
Combining the fractions gives
We then consider the minimum detectable effect provided by both tests. From Equation (13), the minimum detectable effect is given by:
where we use the population variances σ 2 instead of the sample variances s 2 , and normal quantiles instead of the t ν quantiles. 9 For RPT, the variance of the first group's mean metric value is
which is the weighted variance of all sets, divided by the number of individuals in the group. Applying the same treatment to the second group leads to a minimum detectable effect for RPT of
where z = z 1−α − z 1−π min is the difference of the normal quantiles. Again, assuming α < π min and z is positive. Pulling the common fraction out of the square root, and grouping the remaining terms, we arrive at
To calculate the minimum detectable effect of SIT we begin by deriving the variance of group E1 among the four groups, which is the weighted variance between sets (1) and (2), divided by the number of individuals in the group:
With a similar derivation for the variance of the other three groups. The denominators in each variance are the same and hence can be combined, leading to a minimum detectable effect for SIT of
To directly compare Equation (28) to Equation (26) we pull a factor of 2/n U out of the square root and collect n-terms leading to
By inspecting Equations (26) and (29), θ S > θ R and SIT will always be less sensitive than RPT. This is because θ S features extra non-negative terms and multipliers greater or equal to one. Therefore SIT is superior to RPT when the gain in incrementality difference is greater than the loss in sensitivity:
Here we analyse the condition for an important special case, where n o = 0 (i.e. there is no overlap between the strategies' audiences) and n 1 = n 2 = n (i.e. both strategies have the same number of t ν quantiles under different tests, as they are likely to have a different degrees of freedom ν . of individuals). The LHS of Inequality (30) then becomes:
Cancelling terms in n and grouping on µ leads to
which depends only on the incrementality difference between strategies. For the RHS of Inequality (30), we begin with:
Combining the terms within each square root we get:
Combining the square root terms using the sum of squares, and pulling the preceding constant and n out of the square root, we arrive at:
which depends on both the variances of the sets and the size of the groups (recall here n represents the number of people who qualify for strategy 1 (or 2) only, not the combined count). Combining Inequality (30) and Equations (32) and (35), we conclude that SIT is superior to RPT if
assuming, without loss of generality, that strategy 2 gives a larger incrementality than strategy 1.
To analyse the inequality we consider an experiment to optimise conversion rate, which has well bounded values for σ and µ. In this case the variance of a sample conversion rate p ∈ [0, 1] is given as p (1 − p), which attains its maximum value of a quarter when p = 0.5. Hence the sum of four variances cannot exceed one. This leads to a lower bound where the minimum number of individuals required for a strategy is a function of the incrementality difference between two strategies ∆: where
Therefore, SIT is superior to RPT in detecting a 0.5% absolute incrementality difference with 1.66M individuals in each strategy and a 2.5% absolute difference with 67k individuals. These values are clearly easily within the scope of modern online controlled experiments, which may use tens or even hundreds of millions of users.
COMMON PITFALLS & LESSONS LEARNT
Having described the SIT framework and outlined the conditions under which it is superior to a naive A/B test, we share some useful lessons for practitioners who wish to use the SIT. While there are many papers dealing with common pitfalls in general A/B tests [5, 6, 9, 16, 18, 19, 31] , here we describe only experiments that consider two personalised customer strategies where a strategy only applies to a small subset of customers and the customers in each strategy are not statistically equivalent.
Cross-contamination Between Strategies
We used the stacked incrementality framework as part of a strategy to reduce the churn rate at ASOS. The baseline strategy emailed customers a discount coupon if they had not engaged with the website for a period of time t. We set up a stacked incrementality test to compare the existing strategy with a new strategy that emailed customers if their predicted churn risk [4] exceeded a threshold c. The goal of the experiment was to improve the incremental purchase rate of customers receiving the email.
The test design is shown in Figure 6 . Customers who qualified for either strategy on any given day are added to the qualified pool, where they are split by a randomised control value (RCV). Those who have a RCV of one and have not engaged with the business for time t (i.e. qualifying for strategy 1) are put in group E1 (exposed group of strategy 1). Those who have a RCV of three and have a churn risk greater than c (i.e. qualifying to strategy 2) are put in group E2. Those who have a RCV of two are put into the control groups depending on which strategy they qualified for. Customers in the exposed groups are sent marketing emails with a discount code, and those in the control groups, together with those in the qualified pool who are not assigned to a group, are not emailed. The distribution of churn risk among individuals qualified for strategy 1, which does not take into account the risk in disengaging. The distributions should be statistically equivalent but is not the case as observed, with those in the exposed group with a high risk (right of blue vertical line) excluded. Note strategy 1 only targets a small group of the entire customer base and hence the plots does not represents the overall churn risk distribution.
Customers who qualified for either strategy within time T > t were excluded to prevent multiple emails being sent on consecutive days.
During the test, our monitoring system flagged anomalies in several data quality metrics. These included a mismatch in the distribution of the churn risk between groups E1 and C1, which should have been statistically equivalent (see Figure 7) , as well as a sample ratio mismatch between the corresponding exposed and control groups. 10 Intriguingly, only customers with high churn risk were missing from E1, while the distributions at lower churn risks were similar across groups E1 and C1. We initially suspected that the system was first allocating all customers with a churn risk greater than c to E2 and only those remaining were considered for E1. However, on closer examination we discovered that excluding customers from re-entering the experiment within time T was the source of the trouble. Consider a customer with a high churn risk and a RCV of one. Based on their RCV they are routed into group E1 if they have not engaged for time t. However, they are included into the qualified pool (as a strategy 2 target) due to their high churn risk. Once inside the qualified pool they are dropped because they have the "wrong" control value. Having "qualified" they are now prevented from being emailed for time T , which is longer than the duration of the test. This phenomena caused the mismatch in distributions observed in Figure 7 . The control groups are not affected as they share the same RCV in this case.
We call this effect cross-contamination between strategies as a result of an incorrect test setup. The subtle error leads to strategy 2 "barring" some individuals from qualifying for strategy 1, and to a lesser extent vice versa. The strategies are effectively meddling with each others audience composition, hence contaminating the metrics and rendering the test result unusable.
Contamination Across Exposed / Control Groups
We ran a similar experiment to the one described in Section 5.1 at the end of 2017 and found that not only was the incrementality difference insignificant, but we were unable to show that either of the strategies provided a significant uplift. We suspected that the test under powered, but upon further investigation found the existing strategy to have a much smaller effect than previous tests using the same numbers of samples. However, none of the data quality metrics indicated anything suspicious. We only realise later that the test covered the lead up to and the duration of the Black Friday weekend. Black Friday is the largest sale event in the year, and an unusual distribution of customers are attracted to the site by well-publicised and hefty-sized discounts. To make matters worse, these discounts were typically larger than those offered by our email, which struggled to stand out against the cacophony of marketing activity at that time. As a result, we observed, post-hoc, 20 times more customers taking up the Black Friday sales discounts than the email discount in the exposed groups, and a similar number of customers taking up the Black Friday sales discount in the control groups during the test period. This led to the incrementality of the email being diluted compared to previous tests that were conducted outside of sales periods.
In contrast to Section 5.1 where there is a cross-contamination between strategies, here we have metrics in all groups of the test contaminated by an external event. This happens when the external event has a greater influence on the metric than any interventions carried out under the experimental strategies, and can happen even when the test is set up correctly.
A Proxy for Control Groups That Went Wrong
We finally describe an experiment in programmatic marketing aimed at improving the bidding strategy for retargeting adverts. A retargeting advert displays products that customers have previously viewed, but not purchased, when they visit websites that sell advertising space. Advertising space is bought by bidding in online real-time auctions to show an ad to a single visitor. A bidding strategy refers to a particular allocation of marketing spend to auctions based on customer attributes. In our experiment, the baseline strategy segmented individuals on a number of attributes including gender, use of desktop/mobile device and the time since their last session (recency). For the exposed group we replaced recency buckets with predictive customer lifetime value [4] buckets. The metrics measured were the mean spend per customer and the conversion rate. The test reported a large lift in conversion rate and mean spend per person targeted. As the size of the improvement was larger than expected, we applied Twyman's law ("Any figure that looks interesting or different is usually wrong." [9, 17, 18] ) and began searching for potential errors in the test methodology. Our analysis revealed some disturbing results -the original bidding strategy had a negative effect on conversion rate (-10.8% absolute) and mean spend per person targeted (-£22.3 absolute). The new bidding strategy was also negative, though to a lesser extent, making it appear to be the superior in the stacked framework.
Again, the test setup was flawed. Any customer who viewed a product in a session qualified for retargeting, unless they made a purchase within the session. While it was easy to tell which customers in the exposed groups were served ads, it is very hard to know who in the control groups could have been served an ad. As a proxy, we used every customer in the control groups who viewed a product during the experimental period. The selection criteria meant that customers who saw a product and purchased it in the same browsing session did not qualify for the exposed groups, but still qualified for the control groups. These customers pushed up the metrics in the control groups, resulting in a negative incrementality in strategies. In this case, we fixed the test by serving customers in the control groups charity adverts and only measuring customers who were served an ad. The incident highlighted the need to include the individual incrementalities as a data quality metric when using the SIT framework.
CONCLUSION
We have presented the Stacked Incrementality Test (SIT) Framework for online controlled tests. The framework addresses the important problem of testing personalised user strategies where personalisation breaks statistical equivalence. We have provided a thorough analysis of the framework and provided a bound for when it is superior to the best simple A/B test. This bound is often met by the parameters of modern online controlled tests. As no power calculator exists that can be configured to the SIT framework, we have provided an open source power calculator for the benefit of the community. In the final section, we focused on the pitfalls of running the SIT framework and lesson learnt via three case studies. While the incidents are specific to the framework, the learnings are general to online controlled experiments. We believe that sharing these lessons will allow practitioners to avoid our past mistakes.
